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ARTICLE 1. PREAMBLE 
The College hereby finds and declares that it is in the best interest of the College and the employees 
of the College to provide for an effective implementation of the requirements of the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, as set forth in Article XIV of the Civil Service Law, as added by 
Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967, by the resolution of disputes in the course of collective 
negotiations with The Civil Service Employees' Association, Inc. 
ARTICLE 2. MANDATORY LEGISLATIVE CLAUSE [Section 204(a) of the Taylor Law] 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, 
SHALL NOT BECOME +EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODIES 
HAVE GIVEN APPROVAL. 
ARTICLE 3. INTRODUCTION-NOMENCLATURE 
The Tompkins Cortland Community College shall hereinafter be referred to as the College, and the 
Civil Service Employees' Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, TC3 Unit 8908 of the 
Tompkins County Local 855, shall hereinafter be referred to as the Union. 
ARTICLE 4. LENGTH OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement is to become effective January 1,2005, for the five-year agreement period to end 
December 3 1,2009. 
ARTICLE 5. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DECLARATION 
Tompkins Cortland Community College and the Union are committed to equal opportunity in 
employment, admission, and treatment for all qualified individuals without regard to race, color, 
creed, national origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, sexual orientation, veterans status or any 
other basis as prohibited by federal or New York State law. 
ARTICLE 6. SAVINGS CLAUSE - Conflict with Federal or State Law 
In the event any provision(s) of this agreement shall conflict with any of the provision(s) or 
requirement(s) of any state or federal law, the provision(s) of the state or federal law shall control 
and the remainder of the agreement shall not be invalidated by such a conflict. 
If a determination or decision is made pursuant to the paragraph above, the parties to this agreement 
shall convene immediately for the purposes of negotiating non-economic items as a satisfactory 
replacement for such article or part thereof. 
ARTICLE 7. RECOGNITION CLAUSE 
The College recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive representative for those 
employees, in all departments, in positions listed in Exhibit A, (except for personnel in 
the following offices which will be designated managerial confidential: Dean of College 
Services Office, the Payroll section of Budget & Finance Office, the Department of 
Human Resources, the Dean of Student Services office, College Relations office, and the 
Office of the President) as stated in the resolution adopted by the New York State Public 
Relations Board, dated October 30, 1972 and updated through March 2005. During the 
life of this Agreement, the College will not exceed a total of 7.0 FTE positions classified 
as management confidential. 
7.2 In the event any new positions with new titles are created by the employer during the term 
of this Agreement, the Union shall be informed, in writing, 15 work days prior to the 
establishment of such new titles. In the event the Union and the employer cannot agree as 
to whether or not the job belongs in the Civil Service Employees Association bargaining 
unit, the matter shall be submitted to the N.Y.S. Public Employment Relations Board for 
decision. 
7.3 Whenever possible the allocation of new positions to a labor grade shall be submitted to 
the union president for comments or suggestions. 
ARTICLE 8. DUES DEDUCTION 
8.1 Any present employee who is not a member of the Union need not become a member. 
Any present member who withdraws must pay the agency fee. If such employee becomes 
a member and later withdraws from the union the employee must pay the agency fee. 
Any person hired after January 1, 1988 shall become a member of the union or pay the 
agency fee within 60 days of hire. At such time as seventy-five percent (75%) of eligible 
employees become members, agency shop will be granted and all employees must either 
become members or pay the agency fee. 
8.2 The College shall deduct from the wages of each employee requesting such deduction an 
amount detemined by the Union as the regular dues for membership in the Union. Such 
deductions of dues and union-sponsored insurance* and benefit programs premiums 
shall be based upon data supplied by the Union. Such deduction shall be made from the 
employee's paycheck on a biweekly basis and forwarded by the College to Civil Service 
Employees' Association, 145 Washington Ave, Albany, NY 122 10. 
8.3 Indemnification. The Union shall indemnify the College and any department of the 
College and hold it harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits, or other forms of 
liability that may arise out of, or by reason of, any action taken by the College or any 
department of the College for the purpose of complying with the provisions of this 
Article. 
*accident and disability, master plan, group life, homeowner's, and automobile 
ARTICLE 9. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of this agreement, all of the authority, rights and 
responsibilities possessed by the College are retained by it, including, but not limited to, the right to 
determine the mission, purposes, objectives, hours, scheduling, days off, and policies of the College; 
to determine the facilities, methods, means and number of personnel required for conduct of College 
programs; to administer the New York State Civil Service Laws and Rules, including the 
examination, selection, recruitment, hiring, appraisal, training, retention, promotion, assignment or 
transfer of employees pursuant to law; to direct, deploy, and utilize the work force; to establish 
specifications for each class of positions and to classify and reclassify and to allocate or reallocate 
new or existing positions in accordance with law; and or discipline or discharge employees in 
accordance with law and the provisions of this agreement. 
ARTICLE 10. CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 
Employees of the College shall have the right to form, join and participate in any 
employee organization of their own choosing or to refrain from forming, joining, or 
participating in any employee organization. 
The Union shall have the sole and exclusive right with respect to other employee 
organizations to represent employees in the heretofore defined negotiating unit in any and 
all proceedings under the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, or any other 
applicable law, rule, regulation, under the terms and conditions of this agreement to 
designate its own representative(s) and to appear before any official of the College to 
effect such representation, to direct and manage and to govern its own affairs. 
On the effective date of this Agreement, the employer shall supply for the Unit President 
a list of all employees in the bargaining unit showing the employee's full name, job title, 
work location, Union membership status, and first date of employment. Such information 
shall hereafter be provided to the Unit on a quarterly basis. 
The employer shall supply to the Unit on a monthly basis the name, work location, and 
date of hire of all new unit employees. 
Also, the employer shall supply a listing of employees showing the work location of those 
who terminate their employment. 
ARTICLE 11. RECIPROCAL RIGHTS 
11.1 Biweekly communication meetings will occur between the CSEA President and Director 
of Human Resources andlor designee(s). Standard agenda items will include personnel 
changes, perceived grievances/problems, rumors, and any other matters. Biweekly 
meetings may be cancelled by mutual agreement. 
11.2 The College will designate bulletin boards for Union use. 
11.3 Three Union people, as listed* (the names of three (3) people will be submitted to the 
College Director of Human Resources by the Union Unit President or the Union Chief 
Steward. Only these individuals, named, will be involved in the investigation and 
presentation of alleged grievances) will be limited to 2.0 hours per week unless the 
meeting is called by the College. Note: If one of the three listed is the Union Chief 
Steward, helshe, in addition to the 2.0 hours, may have sufficient time to investigate and 
present alleged grievances with prior supervisory approval. The Union President is 
allowed 2.0 hours per week to conduct Union business with prior supervisory approval. 
1 1.3.1 No other employees will be paid for Union activity; 
1 1.3.2 The College will notify the Union of any abuse of the above before taking action; 
11.3.3 Union officials will record Union time on a daily basis on their timecards. 
11.4 The CSEA TC3 Unit 8908 shall be allowed annually a maximum of five (5) days with 
pay to attend the CSEA Local 1000 Annual Delegates Meeting. The members must give 
their department heads and the Human Resources Department at least two weeks' notice 
of intent to attend such convention. 
*In the event any of the three individuals are not available to serve in this capacity, the 
Union President or the Union Chief Steward shall designate, to the Director of Human 
Resources, the name of the individual who would be replacing the person previously 
designated. This modification shall be submitted prior to the individual's involvement. 
ARTICLE 12. NO-STRIKE PROVISIONS 
The Union does not assert the right to strike against any government, to assist or participate in any 
such strike, or to impose an obligation to conduct, assist, or participate in such a strike. The Union 
affirms its commitment to comply fully with Section 2 10 of the NYS Civil Service Law (Taylor 
Law) in not engaging, causing, instigating, encouraging, or condoning a strike. 
ARTICLE 13. DEFINITIONS 
13.1 Employee--Unless specified to the contrary, any classified civil servant appointed and 
paid by the College according to Civil Service laws and rules, and including the following 
types as defined in Civil Service laws and rules: permanent, provisional, temporary, 
seasonal, probationary, trainee, contingent permanent and competitive, labor, exempt and 
non-competitive, but not including any that are determined to be managerial and 
confidential according to Civil Service and PERB rules and procedures or determined not 
to be in the unit pursuant to the Recognition Clause of this agreement. 
13.2 Full-timepart-time--Employees working the h l l  workweek of their department shall be 
hll-time. Those working less than the full work week shall be part-time. (See Work 
Week clause of this agreement.) 
13.3 Seniority*--For the purposes of this agreement only, seniority shall mean longest 
continuous service by an employee, less time taken during a leave without pay that 
exceeded six (6) continuous months. Seniority for part-time employees will be calculated 
on a pro-rated basis. 
*NOTE: Civil Service rules, regulations and laws contain a somewhat different 
definition and should be consulted carefully. 
13.4 All temporary employees hired after January 1, 1990, for fewer than 12 1 calendar days 
shall not receive any of the following benefits: Supplemental Retirement Annuity (SRA), 
sick leave, sick leave bank, personal leave, family leave, holidays, vacation leave or 
health insurance. If an employee originally hired for fewer than 12 1 calendar days is 
continued for longer than 12 1 calendar days, he/she will receive the benefits as of the 
12 1 st calendar day. If an employee originally hired to work fewer than 12 1 calendar days 
receives a permanent or provisional appointment that employee shall be eligible for the 
above benefits as of the date of the new appointment. 
ARTICLE 14. WORK WEEK 
14.1 The Grounds Division may be required to work Tuesday through Saturday. The Security 
Division may be required to work five shifts of the week for eight hours per shift. 
Employees hired January 1, 1994, and after may be required to work five days of the 
week for 7.5 hours per shift. 
The work week for employees hired prior to January 1, 1994, except for employees in the 
Grounds and Security divisions, may not be changed from the normal Monday through 
Friday work week unless the employee voluntarily changes hisher work week, contingent 
upon an agreement between the department head and the employee, or if the employee 
bids upon and is appointed to a position with a different work week. 
14.2 Four-Day Work Week: The College shall have the right to schedule a four-day 
workweek under the following conditions: 
a) The total number of hours will remain the same as Section 1 above. 
b) The work week schedule shall consist of four consecutive days, Monday through 
Friday, for all departments except Grounds (which may be four consecutive days, 
Monday through Saturday). 
c )  Holidays: Will be compensated on a normal work day (seven and one-half or 
eight hours). Any leave time beyond the normal holiday pay must be deducted 
from the employee's choice of vacation leave, personal leave, OR the employee 
may choose to work in the week the holiday falls additional hours to compensate 
for the difference, but will not be paid overtime for the time being made up, OR 
may take leave without pay. The choice of the option is the employee's. 
d) The College shall consult with the President of the Union prior to commencing a 
four-day workweek. 
e) Benefits will not be diminished as a result of four-day workweek. 
Flextime: An employee may request or be requested to change an established work 
schedule to pursue a flextime schedule, within the limits of Section 1 above. If the 
department head and employee mutually agree to a flextime schedule, the department 
head shall notify the Department of Human Resources in writing of the new schedule, its 
effective date and duration and Human Resources shall send timely copy to the CSEA 
Unit President. If they cannot agree, they shall consult with the Department of Human 
Resources for advice and recommendation. Any employee who works a flextime 
schedule will not gain any additional holiday time. 
Shift Premium: Any shift which starts before 6:00 a.m. or after 11:59 a.m. shall be 
considered a special shift for which the College shall pay a shift premium of 5% of the 
current hourly salary of any employee on that shift, unless the employee is a part-time 
employee whose shift starts after 1 1 :59 a.m. and ends no later than 6:00 p.m. Such 
premium shall be paid for all paid leaves, except vacation leave. 
The College shall give the Union and the employee(s) a minimum of fifteen (15) to a 
maximum of thirty (30) calendar days notice of any permanent shift change. Shift 
changes shall be made on the basis of seniority among employees in titles appropriate to 
the nature of the work. The shift change will be offered first to the most senior individual 
working down to the least senior. If there are no volunteers then the least senior in title 
appropriate to the nature of the work will be required to work the new shift. 
ARTICLE 15. CONTRACTING OUT 
15.1 If there is non-emergency work to be done which is included in the job description of 
employees, the College will first determine whether this work can be accomplished 
during the normal working hours of appropriate employees. If so, employees will be 
assigned this work. If the work cannot be done within regular assigned hours, the College 
will post said work as an overtime opportunity. Employees will have at least two 
working days to respond to this request for overtime. If no employees respond to the 
request for overtime, the College has the right to contract for this work. If the posted job 
requires more than one individual and an insufficient number of employees volunteer, the 
College has the right to contract for this work. However, in this case it is the intent of the 
College to use bargaining unit members whenever possible. 
15.2 The College will provide the Association with notification of its intent to use an outside 
contractor to perform non-emergency services, which have not routinely been performed 
in the past by an outside contractor. The College and the Association will meet and 
confer regarding new projects to determine at that time, if the nature, scope and timing of 
the work to be done can be handled by members of the bargaining unit. 
15.3 The above language does not constitute a waiver of any work within the job description 
of any employee within the bargaining unit. 
ARTICLE 16. SICK LEAVE 
All employees will accumulate one day of paid sick leave per month, prorated if 
part-time, to a total cumulative maximum of 180 days. Sick leave shall be used for 
personal illness, accident, including appointments with doctors and dentists and 
preventive health care visits. 
Employees must report all absences or tardiness as soon as possible by contacting the 
department head and giving the following information: name, reason for absence and 
length of expected absence or tardiness. 
Employees absent from work five or more consecutive days due to personal illness or 
injury must submit a medical professional's statement of disability covering the complete 
period of absence to the Department of Human Resources before returning to work and/or 
receiving their salary. 
A medical professional's statement of disability shall be required from an employee for 
any absence due to personal illness or injury after that employee has submitted hisher 
resignation. 
For each additional two-week period of absence, the employee may be required to submit 
a new medical professional's statement of disability to the Department of Human 
Resources before receiving hisher salary. 
A time card must be filled out for sick leave used within one week from the time the 
employee returns to work. 
With respect to Article 16, a Medical Professional is a Physician, Physician's Assistant, 
Nurse Practitioner, Psychiatrist, Psychologist, or a Dentist as appropriate to the nature of 
the illness. 
ARTICLE 17. SICK LEAVE BANK 
17.1 The intent of the sick leave bank shall be to assist and aid staff members who have 
catastrophic illness or disability causing need for sick leave beyond that which they have 
earned and accrued. The sick leave bank will operate in the following manner. 
17.2 The sick leave bank shall be composed of three sources: 
a) A contribution by each employee of two days per year, one on April 1 and one on 
October 1, matched by a two hour for one contribution of hours by the College to a 
maximum of 1,500 hours provided by the College. Employee contributions will 
continue until the sick bank reaches 3,750 hours at which time employee 
contributions will cease. Anytime the sick bank drops below 2,000 hours, employees 
will contribute a day. 
b) One hundred percent of the sick leave left by employees who terminate will accrue to 
the bank. When an employee reaches hisher maximum sick leave accrual (1 80 days), 
hisher sick time will accrue to the sick bank instead ofbeing lost. 
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c) Retiring employees who do not apply unused sick leave to pay for health insurance 
(see Article 28.3) shall have their unused sick leave added to the bank. 
Twelve months of service must be completed before any sick leave bank award can be 
made. 
Employees must exhaust their accrued individual sick leave before receiving any award 
from the sick leave bank. 
All awards from the bank must be approved by the President of the Union and a 
representative designated by the College. If the two parties cannot agree, a third party 
nonunion member will be mutually agreed upon by both parties to determine the award. 
Guidelines for the use of the sick bank shall reflect the primary purpose of the bank 
concerning longevity, length of disability, and prorated awards. The sick leave bank has 
been created by the contribution of its members and the College to assist members of the 
association who may experience catastrophic illness or disability. 
Employees must be out of work at least five (5) consecutive workdays per illness 
or disability during which time individual sick time is to be exhausted at full pay. 
(No bank award will be granted for these five days.) If an employee attempts to 
return to work before the end of the five day waiting period, but is unable to 
remain due to the same illness, the five-day period shall be deemed unintempted 
(i.e. the return to work shall not force the employee to begin a new five-day 
waiting period.) 
Awards from the bank will be of two types. Type one will be a basic grant of fifty 
(50) percent of an employee's gross pay for a period of not more than six (6) 
months in any 12-month period to employees who have zero to ten (0-1 0) accrued 
leave days. Type two awards will be incentive awards. At the time of application, 
employees who have accrued eleven to twenty (1 1-20) sick days will, upon 
exhausting the last of their sick leave, receive a grant of seventy-five (75) percent 
of their gross pay for a period not to exceed six (6) months in any 12-month 
period. Employees who have accrued more than twenty (20+) sick days will, 
upon exhausting the last of their sick leave, receive a grant of one hundred (100) 
percent of their gross pay for a period not to exceed six (6) months in any 12- 
month period. 
Employees will receive any College holidays, emergency closings (nothing less 
than 1 hour will be credited as an emergency closing) and accrued individual sick 
days at full pay during the period of illness or disability. 
If the College receives reimbursement through subsidized programs or workers' 
compensation, the reimbursement received shall be credited to the sick leave 
bank. If amount reimbursed is on a prorated basis, the amount of time reimbursed 
to the sick leave bank will be on a prorated basis (i.e. if two thirds the amount is 
received, then two thirds the amount of sick leave bank time used would be 
reimbursed). 
e) The amount of awards from the bank will be limited at all times to the current 
balance of the bank. (If the hours in the bank should fall below 1,000 then all 
awards will be granted on a month-to-month basis only.) 
f) The balance of the bank shall be made known to the members of the committee 
upon request at anytime upon review of each request. 
g) These guidelines will be periodically reviewed each six (6) months during the life 
of this contract to correct any operational problems. 
17.7 Any employee who, having received a sick leave bank award, fails to return to work for 
an amount of time equal to the award will repay to the sick leave bank the amount of the 
award granted. The employee, or designated power of attorney, will sign an agreement 
with this clause at the time helshe requests an award from the bank. This clause will not 
apply to an employee who is unable to return to work due to extended illness or disability 
documented by a doctor's statement. 
ARTICLE 18. WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
18.1 In administering workers' compensation cases, the following will apply: 
Employees, at the time of injury, will be offered by the College a choice of either option 
(a) or (b) listed below. In the event the employee is totally disabled, selection may be 
made by the nearest relative or designated power of attorney. The option chosen is final 
and binding. 
a) Employee would be placed on an approved leave of absence without pay and 
would collect benefits directly from the College's workers' compensation carrier 
as prescribed by the N.Y.S. Workers' Compensation Law. The employee would 
not accrue any fringe benefits other than those to which a person on leave without 
pay would ordinarily accrue. The employee shall have the right to continue any 
health andlor dental insurance coverage already in place. If the employee chooses 
to continue such coverage, the College shall continue to pay its share of premiums 
and the employee shall pay hisher share directly to the College. 
b) Employee would collect hisher accumulated sick pay from the College until 
exhausted and then would be entitled to apply under provisions of Article 17, Sick 
Leave Bank, of this Agreement. (The employee may also, but shall not be 
compelled to, use all or part of accumulated vacation and personal leave time at 
any time during the absence.) Once the sick leave benefits, both personal and 
bank, are exhausted, the College shall notify the appropriate agencies so that the 
employee will then collect workers' compensation benefits directly for the 
duration of the employee's inability to work, as prescribed by the N.Y.S. Workers' 
Compensation Law. If this direct payment occurs, the provisions of (a) shall 
apply. 
18.2 In addition, for any employee using sick leave or other leave for reason of occupational 
injury or disease, the College shall file with the appropriate agencies for reimbursement 
as soon as possible or no later than upon return to work of the employee. Such 
reimbursement would be governed under the Workers' Compensation Law and upon 
receipt by the College, the amount of reimbursement would be divided by the employee's 
hourly rate at the time of injury and as many leave credits as the amount covers shall be 
reinstated to the employee, by the number of hours arrived at. If said employee used 
hours from the sick leave bank, the appropriate credit would be computed by the College 
and reinstated to the sick leave bank, calculated by the same method used to reinstate 
such time to the employee. 
ARTICLE 19. VACATION 
Employees, except seasonal and temporary employees hired for less than 12 1 days, shall 
earn a paid vacation time determined by length of service as indicated below. Vacation 
leave starts to accrue from the date of hire and may be used after 30 days of employment. 
# Years Employed Full Time Staff 
(Since last hire date) Total Days Monthly Accrual 
(In Work Hours) 
37.5 40.00 
0 mos thru 7 yrs 
7+ yrs thru 10 yrs 
1 o+ yrs 
12 dayslyear 7.5 8.00 
17 dayslyear 10.625 1 1.333 
2 2daysl year 13.750 14.667 
Vacation time accumulation may be to a maximum of 30 workdays. When any employee 
reaches the maximum accumulated vacation balance, no further vacation accruals shall be 
credited to the employee until the accumulated balance goes below the maximum. If a 
denial of vacation usage causes the employee to lose vacation time, the employee may go 
above the maximum until allowed vacation usage brings the accumulated balance below 
the maximum. It is incumbent upon the employee to inform Human Resources of the loss 
of vacation as a result of usage denial. At no time shall an employee go above 32 
vacation days. 
Earned vacation time remaining unused shall be paid to all employees upon the 
termination of their employment with the College, or death, except to those employees 
who are discharged for cause or who do not give at least three weeks written notice to the 
Department of Human Resources of their resignation. 
All vacation time must be requested of and approved by the department head after the 
Department of Human Resources confirms the amount of accrued vacation time. The 
department head will be responsible for scheduling vacation time. 
If a scheduled holiday(s) falls within the employee's vacation period, no vacation leave 
shall be deducted for that day(s). 
Employees who are taken sick or injured while on vacation may charge such time to sick 
leave as appropriate, as per Article 16. 
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19.7 Part-time employees shall receive vacation leave on a prorated basis. 
19.8 Use of Vacation Days to Pay for Health Care Premiums 
Effective January 1,2005, employees may convert previously earned vacation days to 
monies to be used toward payment of their health care premium. The maximum number 
of days that can be converted will be in accordance with the following schedule. 
January 1,2005 2 vacation days Base hourly rate x 7.5 x 2 days = $ 
January 1,2006 2 vacation days Base hourly rate x 7.5 x 2 days = $ 
January 1,2007 3 vacation days Base hourly rate x 7.5 x 3 days = $ 
January 1,2008 4 vacation days Base hourly rate x 7.5 x 4 days = $ 
January 1,2009 4 vacation days Base hourly rate x 7.5 x 4 days = $ 
Individuals will declare in writing the intent to make this conversion during the health 
care open enrollment period of the prior year. The dollar amount will be applied to health 
care premiums for the next calendar year. 
Individuals who are not enrolled in any health care plans may convert previously earned 
vacation days to sick leave days during the health care open enrollment period in 
accordance with the above schedule. 
For 2005, the parties agree to a 30-day period for conversion of vacation days to be used 
for 2005 health insurance payments. 
ARTICLE 20. PERSONAL LEAVE 
20.1 All employees, except seasonal or temporary appointed for less than 12 1 calendar days, 
shall be credited with four personal days on January 1. Personal leave must be used 
during the year credited. Personal leave is not cumulative and may not be used after 
notice of termination or a written resignation is filed. 
20.2 No more than one personal leave day may be taken in December unless approved by the 
department head. 
20.3 Employees hired after June 30 each year shall receive one-half the personal day allotment 
for that year. 
20.4 Part-time employees shall receive personal leave on a prorated basis. 
20.5 Unused personal leave shall be added to the individual's vacation leave on December 3 1 
of each year. 
ARTlCLE21. HOLIDAYS 
21.1 An employee shall receive paid holidays as set forth below. A part-time employee shall 
receive holiday pay prorated according to a fraction calculated by dividing hisher hours 
worked in the last full  pay period by the scheduled hours for a full-time employee in 
hisher department. 
New Year's Day 
Winter Holiday 
M.L. King Day 
Spring Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving 
Friday after Thksg. 
Winter Holiday 
Winter Holiday 
Winter Holiday 
Winter Holiday 
Winter Holiday 
2005 
----- 
Jan. 03,2005 
Jan. 17,2005 
* 
May 30,2005 
July 04,2005 
July 05, 2005 
Sept. 05, 2005 
Nov. 24,2005 
Nov. 25,2005 
Dec. 26,2005 
Dec. 27, 2005 
Dec. 28,2005 
Dec. 29,2005 
Dec. 30,2005 
2006 
----- 
Jan. 02, 2006 
Jan. 16, 2006 
* 
May 29,2006 
July 03, 2006 
July 04, 2006 
Sept. 04,2006 
Nov. 23,2006 
Nov. 24,2006 
Dec. 25,2006 
Dec. 26,2006 
Dec. 27,2006 
Dec. 28,2006 
Dec. 29, 2006 
2007 
Jan. 01,2007 
Jan. 02,2007 
Jan. 15,2007 
* 
May 28,2007 
July 04, 2007 
---- 
Sept. 03,2007 
Nov. 22,2007 
Nov. 23,2007 
Dec. 24,2007 
Dec. 25,2007 
Dec. 26,2007 
Dec. 27,2007 
Dec. 28,2007 
Dec. 3 1,2007 
2008 
Jan. 01, 2008 
----- 
Jan. 21,2008 
* 
May 26,2008 
July 04, 2008 
---- 
Sept. 01,2008 
Nov. 20,2008 
Nov. 2 1,2008 
Dec. 24,2008 
Dec. 25,2008 
Dec. 26,2008 
Dec. 29, 2008 
Dec. 30, 2008 
Dec. 3 1,2008 
2009 
Jan. 0 1, 2009 
----- 
Jan. 19,2009 
* 
May 25,2009 
July 03, 2009 
---- 
Sept. 07, 2009 
Nov. 19, 2009 
Nov. 20,2009 
Dec. 24,2009 
Dec. 25, 2009 
Dec. 28, 2009 
Dec. 29,2009 
Dec. 30, 2009 
Dec. 3 1,2009 
*Friday prior to the end of spring recess 
2 1.2 Twelve month employees, only, will be allowed two floating holidays each year. 
Floating holidays will be requested via leave request forms. If the 
departmentldivision head needs someone to cover an area, it either has to be arranged 
with an employee or otherwise leave requests will be honored on a seniority basis. 
2 1.3 The senior employee in any department, which is scheduled to work on a holiday, will 
be given first consideration for time off on the holiday. 
2 1.4 The holiday work schedule will be posted two weeks in advance of the holiday and 
may only be changed in the case of an emergency. 
21.5 If a scheduled holiday falls on an employee's regularly scheduled day off, the 
employee shall be granted a compensatory day off within four weeks of the holiday, 
Any employee who works a four-day workweek will not gain any additional holiday 
time. 
21.6 No employee shall be required to work more than one (1) of the scheduled holidays 
per year, except for Security personnel who shall not be required to work more than 
eight (8) scheduled holidays per year. 
21.7 Employees who work on a scheduled holiday shall receive double time pay, for each 
hour worked, at their regular hourly rate, except if any of those hours are duplicative 
they shall not be paid twice. 
ARTICLE 22. FAMILY LEAVE 
22.1 Four days of family leave (for death, illness or accident in immediate family) shall be 
allowed in each contract year for full-time bargaining members (prorated for part-time 
employees). Seasonal and temporary employees hired for less than 121 days, are not 
eligible for family leave. Employees hired after June 30 each year shall receive one- 
half the family day allotment for that year. 
22.2 Family leave time must be reported to the supervisor. Whenever possible, the 
employee will notify the supervisor twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the leave. 
22.3 A time card must be filled out for family leave used within one week from the time 
the employee returns to work. 
22.4 Unused family leave shall be added to the individual's sick leave on December 3 1 of 
each year. 
22.5 Individuals eligible for Family Leave who have used their allotted days of family 
leave in a given calendar year and who need bereavement leave for death of an 
immediate family member may request in writing that the Department of Human 
Resources convert sick leave to family leave to be used for bereavement purposes. 
ARTICLE 23. EMERGENCY CLOSINGS 
23.1 No employee shall suffer a loss in hisher regular base salary because of a closing of 
his or her work location in an emergency as declared by the President of the College 
or a designee. However, if the work location is open and the employees do not report, 
then the following procedure will be used: 
23.2 Those people who come to work on a day when the College is open and later closed, 
and remain at work until the College is closed, will charge Code 1 for their normal 
work hours; they will charge Code 7 only for the period of the work shift for which 
the College is closed. 
23.3 For those employees who come to work on a day when the College is later closed but 
decide to leave work before the official closing, they will charge Code 1 for the hours 
worked plus Code 7 for the official hours that the College is closed. They must 
charge a fringe benefit* for the period of time between when they left and the College 
was officially closed. If they have no fringe benefits*, they would not be paid for that 
time. (Note: For the early a.m. cleaning shift - For those cleaners who come to work 
on a morning when the College is later determined to be closed, i.e., 6:00 a.m., hetshe 
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shall receive time and a half pay for time worked. For the early a.m. cleaners who do 
not report, they may charge Code 7.) 
23.4 For those employees who do not report on a day when the College is later closed they 
will charge a fringe benefit* for the period of time from reporting time to the official 
time the College is closed, and Code 7 for the period of time the College is closed. 
23.5 In the event any member of the bargaining unit is required to work during said 
closing, helshe shall receive double time for the hours worked during the emergency 
closing. 
23.6 If the highways in the county in which the employee resides or must travel through are 
officially closed by a public official with such authority and so announced publicly, 
then the employee will charge Emergency Closing Leave (Code 7) for the duration of 
such closing. 
*Fringe benefit = vacation leave, compensatory leave, personal leave only 
ARTICLE 24. JURY DUTY 
24.1 An employee scheduled for jury duty shall be excused from hisher duties and 
responsibilities for the period of such assignment without loss of regular base pay or 
benefits. 
24.2 It is the employee's responsibility to notify hisker immediate supervisor and the 
Department of Human Resources of impending jury duty immediately upon receiving 
the receipt of the notice to serve. 
24.3 For any portion of the employee's normal working hours not spent on jury duty, the 
employee will be expected to perform hisker regular duties. 
ARTICLE 25. REST PERIODS 
All full-time employees shall be allowed twenty minutes of paid rest period(s) for each full shift 
they work. Rest period(s) shall be scheduled by the department heads. 
ARTICLE 26. RETIREMENT 
The New Career Plan (Section 754) of the New York State and Local Employee's 
Retirement System will remain in effect for Tier 1 and Tier 2 members (those who 
became members of the Retirement System on or before July 26, 1976), adopted by the 
Tompkins County Board of Representatives on January 16, 1990. 
A pension of 1150th of member's final average salary for each year of service when a 
member retires with 20 or more years of credited service. (Members with fewer than 20 
years of service retire under provisions of Section 75-e, which is a pension of 1160th of 
the employee's final average salary for each year of service rendered after April 1 ,  1938.) 
26.2 For all employees becoming members of the New York State and Local Employee's 
Retirement System on or after July 27, 1976, provisions of Tier 3 and 4 legislation will 
apply. 
26.3 Death benefits will be paid in accordance with the provisions of the New York State 
Retirement Social Security Law. 
ARTICLE 27. SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT ANNUITY PROGRAM 
Each member of the bargaining unit who is eligible may participate in this program. The College 
does not contribute to the cost of supplemental retirement annuities. 
ARTICLE 28. HEALTH CARE 
28.1 Effective May 1, 1984, employees shall be covered under the Central New York Region 
wide Plan, Option 11. 
28.2 Effective January 1, 2005, employees hired prior to January 1, 1997 will pay 16% of the 
health insurance premium for both employee and dependent coverage. This percentage will 
become 17% effective January 1, 2006, 1 8% effective January 1, 2007, 19% effective 
January I, 2008, and 20% effective January 1,2009. 
Employees hired on or after January 1, 1997 will pay 20 % of the health insurance premium 
for employee and dependent coverage. 
Effective January 1, 2005, employees participating in the Traditional plan will pay $5 for 
generic prescriptions, $10 for brand name prescriptions and $25 for non-formulary 
prescriptions. Employees are encouraged to use the plan's mail order program for 
maintenance drugs where a 90-day supply can be obtained for single co-pay. Employees 
who choose to participate in the voluntary Canadian mail order drug program will receive 
prescriptions with no co-pay. 
Refer to Article 19.8 for conversion of vacation days to pay for health insurance premiums. 
Individuals employed for less than .5 FTE are eligible to participate in the College's health 
care program providing they pay 100% of the cost of the program, except that any individual 
employed prior to January 1, 1997 will continue to receive health care at the same rate as 
full-time employees. 
28.3 If the retiree satisfies the requirement(s) of hisher plan for continuance of health care 
benefits upon retirement or death, the College will pay the percentage of health care 
premiums for retirees as required by the College Plan in effect at the time of retirement. The 
remainder of health care premiums on the plan in force at the time of retirement will be paid 
from an annuity hnd,  not to exceed $20,000 to be established with accumulated sick leave 
time as converted to dollars at the base hourly rate of pay at the time of retirement. Days not 
used to create an annuity fund will be available if the employee chooses the NYS Employee 
Retirement System Section 41j (additional service credit at retirement) option. Upon the 
death of the retiree the College will continue to pay from this annuity the percentage of 
health insurance premiums required by the plan in effect at the time for the surviving 
spouse/domestic partner. 
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1. # sick hours at retirement 
2. times hourly rate 
3. EQUALS 
28.4 Employees must sign up for Medicare as soon as eligible. 
28.5 The County reserves the right to provide equal health insurance through alternate means. 
The County will solicit from the Union input prior to instituting any such plan. 
28.6 Any full-time employee who has not enrolled in the health insurance plan shall receive a 
$500 payment after each 12 consecutive month period. Individuals employed .5 FTE or 
greater but not 1.0 FTE will receive a prorated payment; individuals employed less than .5 
FTE will not receive a payment. All individuals employed prior to January 1, 1997 
regardless of percent FTE worked will be eligible to receive a $500 payment. To be eligible 
for payment, the employee must provide proof of health insurance from another source. 
The parties agree to a committee, which will create, design, plan, and implement three 
educational and informational programs per academic year. Programs will focus on 
employee wellness and health insurance. The committee will be comprised of three 
members appointed by the College President and three members appointed by the CSEA 
President. The committee is to be appointed within 30 days of ratification of this contract by 
the parties, with the first program to be conducted during the semester immediately 
following the formation of the committee. Program content will be subject to joint approval 
by the CSEA President and the Director of Human Resources. 
28.8 The parties agree to submit issues of cost containment and cost savings to a joint Labor 
Management Committee whose members are appointed by the President of the College and 
President of CSEA Unit 8908. 
ARTICLE 29. PRESCRIPTION FUND 
The College and CSEA established January 1,2000, a prescription plan pool initially funded by the 
College with a sum of $10,000. The intent of the prescription plan pool shall be to assist staff 
members who have catastrophic prescription cost(s). 
At such time as the fund drops to $2,000, the parties shall meet to determine if the employees who 
participate in the health plan will donate sick days to rebuild the fund. 
All awards from the pool must be approved by the CSEA President and the Director of Human 
Resources or designee(s). Awards will only be considered if the employees have been utilizing the 
prescription drug program efficiently. Awards will be considered in December of each year for out- 
of-pocket expenses incurred for that year. 
Only those prescription drugs covered by the prescription card and cost(s) incurred and paid for 
within the calendar year will be considered for disbursement based on the following chart: 
Out of Pocket $ Maximum 
Expensed by Employee Fund Pays from Fund Cumulative 
First $500 0 0 0 
$501 - $1,000 50% above $500 $250 $250 
$1,001 - $1,500 75% above $1,001 $375 $625 
$1,501 - $2,500 (capped) 100% above $1,501 $1,000 $1,625 
Any employee whose drug cost exceeds $1,000 by July 1 of each year would be eligible to receive 
an early stipend of $250. This amount may be adjusted from year to year by the CSEA President 
and Director of Human Resources based on funds available that year. 
At the end of the calendar year, should total out-of-pocket expenses exceed the total of the pool, 
each participant's reimbursement will be prorated based on the total dollars available in the pool for 
that year. Early stipends will be considered at the time the pool is prorated, and partial repayment 
could occur. 
ARTICLE 30. DENTAL INSURANCE 
30.1 Each employee, except seasonal and temporary hired for less than 121 days, shall be 
eligible to join the College's Dental Lnsurance Plan. The employee shall pay 100% of the 
monthly cost. 
30.2 The College, after discussion and review with the Union, may change the Dental 
Insurance Plan to any other comparable plan, including self-insurance. The Union 
reserves the right to veto a plan. 
ARTICLE 31. TUITION WAIVER 
31.1 The College and the Union hereby reaffirm their commitment to increased productivity, 
upward career mobility and general employee development through educational and 
training opportunities . 
31.2 The College will provide unlimited tuition waivers for credit and FTE generating courses 
to individuals employed .5 FTE or greater and their families (spouse and children). 
Individuals employed prior to January 1, 1997 who work less than .5 FTE will be eligible 
for tuition waivers for themselves and family members. Applications for tuition waivers 
must be made in writing to the Department of Human Resources. 
31.3 Ln the event of limitation on class size, employees enrolled will be requested to be 
de-registered. 
31.4 Only employees hired by the College one (1) year or longer before the first day of the 
semester shall be eligible. 
31.5 An employee will be allowed to take a course(s) during what would be his or her normal 
scheduled working hours provided that the employee, supervisor, department/ division 
head (including Dean) agree in advance on an arrangement for such change in schedule 
from the normal working hours and provided that the time missed is made up within two 
weeks as scheduled by the supervisor. The supervisor will forward the written 
arrangement to the appropriate departmentldivision head (including Dean) who, in turn 
will forward the arrangement to the Department of Human Resources. 
31.6 Employees may use personal or vacation leave time to make up class or lab hours for non- 
job related education and training. Employees who attend supervisor-approved job 
related education and training conducted during work hours shall not require leave accrual 
usage or unpaid leave. 
ARTICLE 32. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
The following grievance procedure is hereby established for employees of the Tompkins Cortland 
Community College: 
32.1 Definitions - As used herein, the following definitions shall have the following meanings: 
"Employee" shall mean any classified civil servant appointed and compensated ' 
by the College. 
"Grievance" shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable 
application of the existing laws, provisions of this agreement, rules, procedures, 
regulations, administrative orders, or work rules of the College or department 
thereof which relates to or involves employee health, safety, physical facilities, 
materials, or equipment furnished to employees, or supervision of employees, 
provided, however, that such term shall not include any matter involving the 
allocation of a position to a position class or title, retirement benefits, 
disciplinary proceeding, or any other matter which is otherwise reviewable 
pursuant to law or any rule or regulation having the force and effect of law. 
"Supervisor" shall mean an employee or officer on a higher level of authority 
above the employee and who assigns and supervises the employee's work and 
approves time records or evaluates work performance. 
"Days" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays observed 
by the Union Agreement at the College. Saturdays, Sundays and holidays shall 
be excluded in computing the number of days within which action must be taken 
or notice given within the terms of this grievance procedure. The day count 
shall begin with the first day following the initiating action. A department shall 
date stamp the grievance and such date stamp shall be acknowledged as 
constructive receipt by a department head andlor the Director of Human 
Resources. 
"Appointing authority" means anybody having the power of appointment to 
subordinate positions. 
"Union" means The Civil Service Employees' Association, Inc. 
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32.2 Declaration of Basic Principle 
Every effort will be made to resolve possible grievances at biweekly meetings 
between the Union President and Director of Human Resources or designee(s). 
The time limit specified for either party may be extended only by mutual 
agreement. 
Every employee of this College shall have the right to present a grievance in 
accordance with the procedures provided herein, free from interference, 
coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal and shall have the right to be 
represented by a representative of the Union at all stages of the grievance 
procedure. 
Each grievance shall contain a short, plain statement of the grievance and 
specific references to the section of the agreement, law, rule, procedure, 
regulation, administrative order, or work rule of the College or department 
which the employee, or Union, claims to have violated. 
Settlement of a grievance by mutual agreement, prior to the issuance of an 
arbitrator's award as provided hereinafter, at any stage of the grievance 
procedure, shall have the terms of the settlement agreed to in writing and signed 
by the parties. 
32.3 Grievance procedure 
32.3.1 Step 1: The aggrieved employee who claims to have a grievance shall discuss 
the grievance with the immediate supervisor within fifteen (15) working days of 
the occurrence. The supervisor shall give verbal answer to the aggrieved 
employee within fifteen (1 5) working days after the verbal discussion. 
32.3.2 Step 2: If the aggrieved employee wishes to appeal the decision at Step 1, the 
grievance shall be reduced to writing and submitted to the department head 
within ten 10 working days from the date of receipt of the Step 1 decision. 
The department head shall render a decision in writing to the grievant with a 
copy to hisher representative, if any, within ten (10) working days after receipt 
thereof. 
32.3.3 Step 3: If the aggrieved employee is not satisfied with the department head's 
written answer, the grievance shall be forwarded to the Department of Human 
Resources within five (5) working days after the date of receipt of the Step 2 
decision. 
The Director of Human Resources or designee shall meet with the aggrieved 
employee and/or their representative(s) within five (5) working days after receipt 
of the grievance to discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute. The Director of 
Human Resources shall provide a written answer to the grievant and a copy to 
hisher representative, if any, within ten (1 0) working days after the date of the 
meeting. 
Step 4: Arbitration Stage -- In the event that a grievance is unresolved after 
being processed through all the steps of the grievance procedure, not later than 
twenty (20) working days after the third step procedures are complete or twenty 
(20) working days after the time limits required by the steps in the grievance 
procedure have run, the Union or the College may submit the grievance to 
arbitration. The New York State Public Employment Relations Board shall 
submit a list of arbitrators from which the parties shall select an arbitrator who 
shall arbitrate said dispute in accordance with the Rules and Procedures of the 
New York State Public Employment Relations Board. 
The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, or modify the 
provisions of this agreement in arriving at a decision of the issue(s) presented. 
The arbitrator shall render a decision within fifteen (15) working days after the 
hearing. The arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding upon the parties. 
Each party shall make arrangements for and pay one-half of all the expenses of 
the arbitration process. The College shall have no obligation to compensate 
employees with the exception of the aggrieved and one Union representative for 
the time lost during arbitration proceedings. 
ARTICLE 33. DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE 
33.1 It is the intent of this section to provide a swift and fair handling of disciplinary matters. 
33.2 The procedure under this section may be waived by an employee who is covered by 
Section 75 of the NYS Civil Service Law and who indicates that waiver, in writing, to the 
Director of Human Resources prior to Step 2. 
33.3 No employee, with the College for two or more years, shall be disciplined by the College 
for misconduct or incompetency without all rights prescribed below. 
33.4 Discipline may include written reprimand, suspension without pay, demotion, discharge, 
fines or any combination thereof or other such penalties as may be deemed appropriate by 
the College. 
33.4.1 Written statements that provide guidance or counseling to an employee regarding 
performance problems and desired corrective action do not constitute discipline. 
Copies of any such statements may be provided to the CSEA President by the 
employee. An employee's right to counsel or representation by the Union is not 
waived by this provision. 
33.5 The College may suspend an employee without pay up to 30 days, pending the 
commencement of a hearing as prescribed herein. This suspension shall not be 
considered a penalty or prejudgment of the employee's conduct or performance. 
33.6 An employee may resolve a proposed discipline or waive any rights prescribed herein, at 
any time, by a written agreement approved by the Director of Human Resources. An 
employee may be represented by counsel or a representative of the Union at every step of 
this procedure. 
33.6.1 Step 1 : Written Notice: Discipline shall only be imposed following written 
notice of specific charges of misconduct or incompetence from their supervisor 
or department head containing therein a proposed penalty, reference to the rights 
provided in this section and notice of the obligation to appeal in writing within ' 
eight (8) work days, if the employee disagrees with the proposed penalty. Failure 
to appeal in a timely fashion constitutes acceptance of the proposed penalty. 
33.6.2 Step 2: Hearing: Upon receipt of a written appeal from Step 1, the Director of 
Human Resources shall schedule a hearing to commence within ten (10) work 
days for the purpose of hearing the charges and proposed penalty. The employee 
shall have a right to present witnesses or documents at the employee's expense. 
The burden of proof generally shall lie with the person alleging any facts or rules. 
However, technical rules of evidence shall not be required. No verbatim 
transcript of the hearing shall be required. The hearing shall be presided over by 
the Director of Human Resources, or designee, who shall render a written 
decision within ten (1 0) days after the hearing is concluded. 
33.6.3 Step 3 : Appeal: See Step 4 of the Grievance Procedure. 
ARTICLE 34. PERMANENT EMPLOYEE RIGHTS 
Any permanent employee, whether full-time or part-time, whose appointment is for more than eight 
months but less than twelve months, due to the College's need for service during academic terms 
only, shall have the same assurance to employment from one school year to the next as all other 
permanent employees. 
ARTICLE 35. LAY-OFF PROCEDURE 
35.1 Competitive Class: In case of displacement in the competitive class at the College, 
provisions of Section 80, subdivision 5 of the Civil Service Law*, and Tompkins County 
Civil Service Rule XXV Lay Off of Competitive Class Employees in effect at the time 
will be followed. 
35.2 Non-Competitive and Labor Classes: In case of displacement in the labor or 
non-competitive class at the College, the following procedure must be followed: 
35.2.1 For the purposes of this section of the agreement only, a permanent layoff shall 
mean a termination of an employee with permanent status due to the College 
eliminating the position from its budget; 
35.2.2 All temporary employees in the same job classification must be laid-off first 
regardless of whether or not the individuals might be eligible to back-date their 
seniority date due to veterans status. 
35.2.3 Thereafter, permanent employees in the same job classification in the same 
department in which the lay-off occurs shall be laid off in the inverse order of 
their standing based on seniority (i.e., last in, first out). Employees who cannot 
replace someone within the same title, because of lack of seniority, may replace 
someone with less seniority in a lower title that they have held or are qualified to 
hold as determined by the College. 
35.2.4 Non-Competitive and Labor Class employees, who meet the criteria of being a 
non-disabled war veteran as defined by Section 85 of the Civil Service Law, who 
are permanent and past probation, shall have their seniority date back-dated by 
thirty (30) months. Non-Competitive and Labor Class employees, who meet the 
criteria of being a disabled war veteran, as defined by Section 85 of the Civil 
Service Law, who are permanent and past probation shall have their seniority date 
back-dated by sixty (60) months. 
35.3 *Copies of this law and guidance on your rights under it are available from your Union 
shop steward, Union officers, or the Department of Human Resources. 
35.4 An employee identified for lay-off under this Article shall be given a minimum of sixty 
(60) days notice prior to the effective date of the lay-off. Also: 
a. The College will compensate the employee for the balance of their accrued 
vacation earned. 
b. The College will provide job search opportunity, such as resume preparation and 
typing services. 
c. A letter of reference will be provided by the employee's supervisor/department 
head. 
d. Tuition waiver(s) for course work at Tompkins Cortland Community College 
will be allowed during the following semester only. For family members who are 
currently enrolled, the College will continue to support their tuition waiver(s) 
during the following semester only. 
e. Continued EAP services will be available to staff (and their family members) 
during the following semester. 
f. Based on Civil Service Law, Rules, and Regulations, laid-off staff will have first 
right of acceptance for future classified staff position openings/vacancies. 
!& Staff will be allowed to continue health insurance coverage through COBRA 
rules and regulations. 
ARTICLE 36. PROMOTION 
36.1 Promotion means movement by an employee from hisher present position to a higher 
rated position. By such movement, the employee will be moved to the appropriate step 
level that guarantees an increase in annual salary over the previous salary earned. 
36.2 The College, through the Department of Human Resources, shall post on the Union and 
Department of Human Resources bulletin boards new jobs, vacancies, and notice of Civil 
Service examinations as they relate to the employment interest of members of the 
bargaining unit. All vacancies to which an employee of the College may transfer will be 
posted. 
36.3 In the non-competitive and labor classes, employees of the College shall have first 
consideration for promotion to non-competitive and labor positions. Seniority and 
qualification will be a consideration. All employees who apply in writing and ask for a 
written response shall be given a written response explaining the filling of the vacancy or 
new position. 
36.4 In the Competitive Class: SENIORITY FOR PROMOTION EXAMINATION ONLY: 
One (1) point will be added to each passing score for every five (5) years of permanent 
classified service according to the following schedule: 
Less than 1 year 0 points 
1 year up to 6 years 1 point 
Over 6 years up to 1 1 years 2 points 
Over 1 1 years up to 16 years 3 points 
Over 16 years up to 2 1 years 4 points 
Over 2 1 years up to 26 years, etc. 5 points 
ARTICLE 37. HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITTEE 
The Union President andlor designee may meet with the Dean of College Services andlor the 
Director of Human Resources to discuss health and safety concerns. 
ARTICLE 38. SMOKING 
The Union and the College agree there will be no smoking in the building. 
ARTICLE 39. PARKING 
The College reserves the right to designate parking area(s) for members of this bargaining 
unit. 
Parking Lot 5 has been designated for faculty and staff parking and a staff parking sticker 
must be displayed to park in this area. Members of this unit may also park in Lots 1 (one) 
through 4 (four) and Lot 6 (six), which are designated for general public parking. 
Members of this bargaining unit will abide by the College parking regulations as 
specified in the Parking and Traffic Regulations published by the Department of Safety 
and Security. 
Employees working on second or third shift that are permitted to park in the service area 
(between 5 p.m. and 7:30 a.m.) due to the shift on which they are working may have their 
parking assignments unilaterally changed within the service area but may not have their 
parking assignment changed out of the service area so long as they remain on that shift. 
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ARTICLE 40. PRINTING OF CONTRACT 
The College will be responsible for the cost and the printing of the agreement. A copy will be given 
to all present employees within sixty (60) working days of the signing of the contract, and to all new 
employees upon their hiring. It shall also be the responsibility of the Department of Human 
Resources to send to each department, for posting, any changes in the contract. 
ARTICLE 41. SALARIES 
Salaries will be computed on an hourly wage. Prior year hourly rate times the percentage, plus the 
fixed dollar divided by hours worked in a year (1 957.5 or 2088). 
41.1 Effective January 1, 2005, the 2004 hourly rate will be increased by 2% plus an additional 
$350 *added to the base hourly rate. 
41.2 Effective January 1,2006, the 2005 hourly rate will be increased by 2.25% plus an 
additional $400 *added to the base hourly rate. 
41.3 Effective January 1,2007, the 2006 hourly rate will be increased by 2.25% plus an 
additional $425 *added to the base hourly rate. 
41.4 Effective January 1, 2008, the 2007 hourly rate will be increased by 2.5% plus an 
additional $450 *added to the base hourly rate. 
41.5 Effective January 1,2009, the 2008 hourly rate will be increased by 3% plus an additional 
$475 *added to the base hourly rate. 
*The fixed dollar amount is converted to hourly rate by dividing fixed dollar by 1957.5 
for 37.5 hour per week employees and 2088 for 40 hour per week employees. 
41.6 A longevity payment will be made in the second pay period in January of each year 
following the employee's anniversary date of employment in accordance with the following 
schedule: 
10-14 years = $300 
15-19 years = $400 
20 andup = $500 
41.7 An additional merit payment may be paid by the College in the second pay period in 
September of each year at the discretion of the College. The years of service are as of 
January 1, of each year. 
A committee of three CSEA members appointed by the CSEA President and three 
management personnel appointed by the College President, will convene within sixty (60) 
days of ratification of this contract, to establish the process and criteria to be used in the 
selection of merit award recipients. 
There will be five (5) merit awards each year of the agreement of $500 each. 
41.8 New hires after 6/1/90 shall move to the wage rate from the hire rate on the following 
schedule: 
Grades A-E Six months after hire date. 
Grades F-K Twelve months after hire date. 
41.9 All hours worked over eight in a shift or all hours worked on a scheduled pass day 
(scheduled day off) will be compensated by time and one-half. Time off in lieu of pay may 
be taken, with the department head's consent, within 30 calendar days from the date the 
compensatory time is earned. The employee shall notify the department head (via staff leave 
request form) no later than five (5) work days, from the date the compensatory time was 
earned, of the date and time helshe wants the compensatory time off. Compensatory time 
not used after 30 calendar days shall be paid to the employee. It is the employee's 
responsibility at the end of 30 calendar days to submit a timecard for payment of any unused 
compensatory time. 
No employee will be required to work in excess of 16 (sixteen) consecutive hours in a 24- 
hour period, except in emergencies. 
Distribution of Overtime and Extra Time 
Overtime or extra-time must be approved by the supervisor. Available overtime or extra- 
time shall be offered no later than two days prior to need, except as noted below. 
Overtime or extra-time shall be distributed on a rotational basis from a roster created in 
seniority order among employees, within a department, who normally do the work. A 
declination to work will be considered time worked and the employee's name will go to the 
bottom of the distribution list. 
In the absence of volunteers, overtime and extra-time shall be offered by seniority to other 
qualified employees in other departments. If overtime or extra-time is offered to employees 
in other departments and more than one employee volunteers, the overtime or extra-time 
shall be awarded to the employee with the highest seniority. A rotational roster shall not be 
maintained in these cases. If need arises, overtime or extra-time will be mandated in reverse 
order seniority from among those employees in the original department. 
In the case of emergencies, immediate need or opportunity, overtime or extra-time shall be 
distributed among employees available for assignment at the time of need. 
No employee will be required to work in excess of 16 (sixteen) consecutive hours in a 24- 
hour period, except in emergencies. 
41.10 Any employee called back to work after hisher normal work schedule has ended will be 
entitled to a minimum of three (3) hours of work at one and one-half time hisher normal 
hourly rate, provided the individual works the full three hours. An individual may elect to 
waive the three-hour minimum and work only the time required to complete the work, 
compensation will be at one and one-half time hislher normal hourly rate. NOTE: a 
callback is when the employee does not have any prior knowledge that helshe is to return to 
work before leaving hisher prior work shift. 
4 1.1 1 All paid leave time shall be counted as time worked when computing overtime. 
41.12 Any person rehired within one year from the date of resignation in the same classification 
and the same department shall be employed at the same rate as earned at the time of 
resignation. 
41.13 Any person rehired within one year from the date of resignation in the same classification 
but a different department would be employed at the hire rate of the labor grade in which the 
classification falls. After twelve weeks of employment, the employee would move to the 
same wage rate. 
ARTICLE 42. TRAVEL 
Employees may be required to work at off-campus locations as part of their regular 
workload. Such employees shall be reimbursed for travel to the off-campus location if 
greater than their normal commute to the College. If the distance to the off-campus worksite 
is greater than the normal commute, the employee will be paid the difference between the 
normal commuting distance and the distance to the off-campus site. Employees will be 
reimbursed for travel between sites if the workday is split between two or more sites. 
Except as the President of the College may otherwise authorize, employees who have 
voluntary overtime work at off-campus locations will not receive mileage. 
Mileage will be reimbursed at the current Internal Revenue Service rate 
ARTICLE 43. FIRST RESPONDER 
The College shall offer an annual stipend of $500 for employees who volunteer to serve as a First 
Responder at TC3 based upon the needs of the College. The stipends shall be paid to an employee 
who is appointed as a First Responder and serves as a First Responder for a period of 12 months. 
Payment of this stipend shall be made upon submission of a voucher to the Human Resources 
Department for payment. 
Applications to be a First Responder must be submitted to the Safety and Security Office on a form 
to be provided by the College. The College reserves the right to limit the number of employees who 
will be named First Responders for TC3. 
The College will offer First Responder and certification classes on campus without cost to the 
employee, or loss of leave accruals. The College also agrees to reimburse individuals for 
completion of First Responder training outside the College upon approval of the Director of Human 
Resources. 
Employees who have access to training without cost fiom another source shall seek training fiom 
that source first. 
Any employee who volunteers and receives compensation as described above, will serve as a First 
Responder for the length of time their certification is valid. Re-certification will then be required to 
continue as a First Responder when initial certification is no longer valid. 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE A 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 1 of 2 
January 1,2005- December 3 1,2005 
37.5 hoursJweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE A 
Account Clerk 
GRADE B 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Receptionist 
Stores Clerk 
GRADE C 
Gro undskeeper 
Keyboard Specialist 
Mail Clerk 
GRADE D 
Account Clerk Typist 
Audio-visual Aide 
Maintenance Worker 
GRADE E 
Office Machine Operator 
Proofreader 
Senior Clerk 
GRADE F 
Crew LeaderICleaner 
Crew LeaderIGrounds 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
GRADE G 
Enrollment Services Specialist 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Secretary 
Security Officer 
Student Service Representative 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE A 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2 
January 1,2005- December 3 1,2005 
3 7.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE WAGE 
GRADE H 
Assistant to the Director of 37.5 16.137 
Buildings & Grounds 
Principal Library Clerk 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Resources Assistant 
Stenographic Secretary 
GRADE I 
Assistant to the Director of 
Campus Activities 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Cleaning Supervisor 
College Relations Assistant 
Grounds Supervisor 
Head Custodian 
Principal Account Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Word Processing Center Coordinator 
GRADE J 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Services Coordinator 
Campus Safety Officer 
Security Supervisor 
Student Accounts Coordinator 
GRADE K 
Electrician 
GRADE L 
Communications & Support 
Services Manager 
TOMPKTNS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEXSEA SCHEDULE B 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page I of 2 
January 1,2006- December 3 1,2006 
37.5 hours/week = 1957.5 houdyear 
40.0 hours/week = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE A 
Account Clerk 
GRADE B 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Receptionist 
Stores Clerk 
GRADE C 
Groundskeeper 
Keyboard Specialist 
Mail Clerk 
GRADE D 
Account Clerk Typist 
Audio-visual Aide 
Maintenance Worker 
GRADE E 
Office Machine Operator 
Proofreader 
Senior Clerk 
GRADE F 
Crew Leader/Cleaner 
Crew LeadedGrounds 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
GRADE G 
Enrollment Services Specialist 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Secretary 
Security Officer 
Student Service Representative 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEKSEA SCHEDULE B 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2 
January 1,2006- December 3 1,2006 
3 7.5 hourslweek = 195 7.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HlRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE H 
Assistant to the Director of 37.5 16.704 
Buildings & Grounds 
Principal Library Clerk 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Resources Assistant 
Stenographic Secretary 
GRADE I 
Assistant to the Director of 
Campus Activities 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Cleaning Supervisor 
College Relations Assistant 
Grounds Supervisor 
Head Custodian 
Principal Account Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Word Processing Center Coordinator 
GRADE J 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Services Coordinator 
Campus Safety Officer 
Security Supervisor 
Student Accounts Coordinator 
GRADE K 
Electrician 
GRADE L 
Communications & Support 
Services Manager 
TOMPICINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE C 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 1 of 2 
January 1,2007- December 3 1,2007 
37.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE A 
Account Clerk 
GRADE B 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Receptionist 
Stores Clerk 
GRADE C 
Groundskeeper 
Keyboard Specialist 
Mail Clerk 
GRADE D 
Account Clerk Typist 
Audio-Visual Aide 
Maintenance Worker 
GRADE E 
Office Machine Operator 
Proofreader 
Senior Clerk 
GRADE F 
Crew LeaderICleaner 
Crew LeaderIGrounds 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
GRADE G 
Enrollment Sewices Specialist 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Secretary 
Security Officer 
Student Service Representative 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEKSEA SCHEDULE C 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2 
January 1,2007- December 31,2007 
37.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourdweek = 2088.0 houdyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE H 
Assistant to the Director of 37.5 
Buildings & Grounds 
Principal Library Clerk 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Resources Assistant 
Stenographic Secretary 
GRADE I 
Assistant to the Director of 
Campus Activities 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Cleaning Supervisor 
College Relations Assistant 
Grounds Supervisor 
Head Custodian 
Principal Account Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Word Processing Center Coordinator 
GRADE J 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Services Coordinator 
Campus Safety Officer 
Security Supervisor 
Student Accounts Coordinator 
GRADE K 
Electrician 
GRADE L 
Communications & Support 
Services Manager 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE D 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 1 of 2 
January 1,2008- December 3 1,2008 
37.5 hourstweek = 1957.5 hourstyear 
40.0 hourstweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE A 
Account Clerk 
GRADE B 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Receptionist 
Stores Clerk 
GRADE C 
Groundskeeper 
Keyboard Specialist 
Mail Clerk 
GRADE D 
Account Clerk Typist 
Audio-Visual Aide 
Maintenance Worker 
GRADE E 
Office Machine Operator 
Proofreader 
Senior Clerk 
GRADE F 
Crew LeaderlCleaner 
Crew LeaderIGrounds 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
GRADE G 
Enrollment Services Specialist 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Secretary 
Security Officer 
Student Service Representative 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE D 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2 
January 1,2008- December 3 1,2008 
37.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE H 
Assistant to the Director of 37.5 17.959 
Buildings & Grounds 
Principal Library Clerk 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Resources Assistant 
Stenographic Secretary 
GRADE I 
Assistant to the Director of 
Campus Activities 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Cleaning Supervisor 
College Relations Assistant 
Grounds Supervisor 
Head Custodian 
Principal Account Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Word Processing Center Coordinator 
GRADE J 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Services Coordinator 
Campus Safety Officer 
Security Supervisor 
Student Accounts Coordinator 
GRADE K 
Electrician 
GRADE L 
Communications & Support 
Services Manager 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE E 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 1 of 2 
January 1,2009- December 3 1,2009 
37.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE A 
Account Clerk 
GRADE B 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Receptionist 
Stores Clerk 
GRADE C 
Groundskeeper 
Keyboard Specialist 
Mail Clerk 
GRADE D 
Account Clerk Typist 
Audio-Visual Aide 
Maintenance Worker 
GRADE E 
Office Machine Operator 
Proofreader 
Senior Clerk 
GRADE F 
Crew LeaderlCleaner 
Crew LeaderIGrounds 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
GRADE G 
Enrollment Services Specialist 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Secretary 
Security Officer 
Student Service Representative 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGEICSEA SCHEDULE E 
SALARY SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2 
January 1,2009- December 3 1,2009 
37.5 hourslweek = 1957.5 hourslyear 
40.0 hourslweek = 2088.0 hourslyear 
RATE HIRE RATE WAGE 
GRADE H 
Assistant to the Director of 37.5 18.741 
Buildings & Grounds 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Resources Assistant 
Principal Library Clerk 
Stenographic Secretary 
GRADE I 
Assistant to the Director of 
Campus Activities 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Grounds Supervisor 
Head Custodian 
Principal Account Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Word Processing Center Coordinator 
GRADE J 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Services Coordinator 
Security Supervisor 
Student Accounts Coordinator 
GRADE K 
Electrician 
GRADE L 
Communications & Support 
Services Manager 
EXHIBIT A 
Classified staff titles approved by Civil Service. 
Account Clerk Stores Clerk 
Account Clerk Typist Student Accounts Coordinator 
Administrative Assistant Student Services Representative 
Assistant to the Director of Buildings and Grounds Word Processing Center Coordinator 
Assistant to the Director of Campus Activities 
Audio-Visual Aide 
Building Maintenance Worker 
Cleaner 
Cleaning Supervisor 
Communications and Support Services Manager 
Crew LeaderICleaner 
Crew LeaderIGrounds 
Custodian 
Data Processing Operator 
Electrician 
Enrollment Services Specialist 
Grounds Supervisor 
Groundskeeper 
Head Custodian 
Institutional Research Assistant 
Instructional Technology and Learning Resources Assistant 
Keyboard Specialist 
Laborer 
Library Clerk 
Mail Clerk 
Maintenance Worker 
Office Machine Operator 
Principal Account Clerk 
Principal Library Clerk 
Principal Registrar Clerk 
Print Room Supervisor 
Proofreader 
Publications Assistant 
Purchasing Assistant 
Receptionist 
School Monitor 
Secretary 
Security Guard 
Security Officer 
Security Supervisor 
Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Clerk 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Typist 
Stenographic Secretary 
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FOR TOMPKINS COUNTY : 
Tim Joseph, Chair 
Tompkins County Legislature 
FOR CORTLAND COUNTY: 
Scott Steve, Chair 
Cortland County Legislature 
FOR TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
TOMPKINS COUNTY BOARD OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND CORTLAND COUNTY 
LEGISLATURE: 
Walter Poland, Chair, Negotiating Committee 
Paul Allen 
Annette Barber 
Steve Estes 
Ruth Henneman 
Michael Lane 
Sandra Price 
Robert Ross 
FOR CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION: 
Will Streeter, Labor Relations Specialist 
Mary Bush 
Ruth Leonard 
Patricia Rueb 
Joan Rupe 
Scott Weatherby 
Lucy Yang 
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